Travel by Numbers
By Scrapdolly
This was a fiddly but essentially simple page
to complete. I am keen to stress it was NOT a
unique idea. The original was something I
pinned from pinterest but the link that took
you to the original page was broken so I could
only credit the pinner not the creator. I was
asked to give some pointers on how I created
it so this is a very simple step by step. It was
made using Photoshop Elements.
 Firstly I opened a new canvas 12” x
12” at 300 pixels per inch and selected a fairly
bland photo that had quite a bit of blank
space on it whilst still retaining the fact it was
a road to echo the road trip.

 I created white outlined transparent boxes in a variety of sizes. To give me the spaces I
needed. I am sure there is a simpler way to do this but I only knew how to create a coloured
square, edge it in white using the outline tool and then remove the colour to leave the
transparent box.
 I made sure I had 4 boxes across the page and then varied their depth. Initially I tried making
them all the same size but it didn’t look right, plus I had more numbers than that allowed.
 It was then simply a matter of entering the numbers and text in each box and then searching
for suitable images.
 None of the images were from digital kits, they were all images taken from clip art from the
internet. Obviously they were not all black and white so I pasted them into Elements on a
new canvas, made them black and white, deleted the unwanted areas, making them
transparent, and then dropped the resulting white image into place on the layout.
 It really was very simple to do and I saved my grid design as I am sure I will want to make
another of these about other holiday trips.
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